
 
Jack Venrick  

From: "Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
To: "AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2008 12:37 PM
Subject: The Syrup of Ipecac - How We Are Forced To Take It And What We Know Now (Music)
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TO: Syrup of Ipecac Distributors and their victims 

  
"Syrup of Ipecac - What we know now: What we know now: What we know now: What we know now:  
  

"It turns out that a big piece of the picture was missing. Y es, ipecac made people throw up, 
whether or not they swallowed poison. But did throwing up keep them from actually 
sick from the poison?  

Recently, researchers looked at all of the evidence about ipecac syrup. They agreed that 
syrup reliably caused vomiting. They also agreed that this didn’ t make any difference!  In 
words, there was little research to show that people who swallowed ipecac after poisoning 
any better than others." 

http://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asp 
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1.  Lets ignore our right to bear arms. 
  
2.  Then lets ignore our property rights  -  "They would like to abolish all property rights, 
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rights, inheritance, patriotism, religion, the family as we know it and establish a one-
world government " 
http://www.joplinglobe.com/editorial/local_story_263145459.html 
  
3.  Then lets ignore where he was born -  "High Noon in Hawaii Supreme Court asked to 
issue emergency writ opening secret Obama birth files and other material  
 http://contrariancommentary.blogspot.com/2008/10/high-noon-in-hawaii-barack-
obama-and.html 
  
4.  Then lets ignor e where the funding came from 4.  Then lets ignor e where the funding came from 4.  Then lets ignor e where the funding came from 4.  Then lets ignor e where the funding came from ----    """" ObamaObamaObamaObama ’’’’ s Secret Campaign Cash: s Secret Campaign Cash: s Secret Campaign Cash: s Secret Campaign Cash: 
Has $63 Million Flowed from Foreign Sources? "  Has $63 Million Flowed from Foreign Sources? "  Has $63 Million Flowed from Foreign Sources? "  Has $63 Million Flowed from Foreign Sources? "  ----    see ar ticle belowsee ar ticle belowsee ar ticle belowsee ar ticle below 

  

Then Lets concocted a system in America where we create the following 
illusions,  e.g.    

� an illusion we still have any rights at all,  
� an illusion we have political choice,  
� an illusion we have basic educational choices,  
� an illusion we have to pay taxes, i.e. the existing tax system is totally debased and 

and fraudulent   
� an illusion that elections within a central government within a central banking 

system make any real difference  
� an illusion that elections determine high court appointments that do make a 

difference 
� the creep of globalism and progressive law into academia and ABA and 

matches or exceeds political party appointments   
� the judges are already brain washed by their liberal ivy league professors  
� you can't screen out judges from a academic and political cesspool 

� an illusion that the legislative and county districting are not gerrymandering the 
votes before the vote is cast  

� an illusion that we do not have a standard error in the "elections" so high that 
most race results inside this standard error, are null and void  

� an illusion that an avalanche of taking of some 232 years will magically stop 
when our favorite candidate is "elected"   

� an illusion that congress is going to do the right thing if your favorite son or 
daughter is "elected"  

� an illusion that your favorite party is going to slow this tide of taking of two plus 
plus centuries  
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� an illusion that you can off load your personal responsibility to create your own 
sovereignty to government  

� an illusion that America will some how just become free while you are on the 
dole too  

� an illusion that the current bailout will make a difference in the long run  
� an illusion that the current system of pretend "direct" taxing in America is 

legitimate and necessary to our survival  
� an illusion that we have no free choice but to take the Syrup of 

Ipecac the government and the political parties serves up  
� an illusion that the courts are going to somehow clean up their act or decide in 

your favor if you just have the right attorney or judge  
� an illusion that congress will decide in your favor if you just have the right 

congress person  
� an illusion that all will change in your favor if your party wins  or your president 

president wins or your senator or your "representative" wins 
� We have created a delusion that we are free 

  

Mass hysteria, mass hypnosis  and mass media rule America   
  

Political parties, courts, congress, executives offices and just about every faction 
lurking around government, are collectivists historically capable of taking the rest of 
your private property and rights while creating legal fiction before our generation goes 
goes out   

  
Both parties tell their constituents what they want to hear 

� while they violate every fundemental law of the land, the laws of our laws and their 
oath  

� The spiral into despotism will continue, whoever is in office.   

  
The political parties, municipal state corporations, central bankers & multinational 
corporations have cast a spell over America and the free Spirit of Americans.  

� They are ruthless wizards of deceit   
� imposing treachery over us for the last 232 years..  
� changing us from free, independent and sovereign states and Citizens 
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� into municipal corporate employees - 
� we are now slaves of their corporate state   
� we live in slave states not sovereign states  
� we are not sovereign and not free  
� we are therefore slaves 

  
  
The political parties and government have created a legal & regulatory nightmare  to stay in 
in business while they live off our birth rights, pretending they don't   

� Our teachers, government employees, congress, judiciary, ABA, Every Gvt 
Department of Taking, 

� and anyone who says they can't or won't work  
� and anyone otherwise destitute is given a right vs. a privilege to make a  .... 

� claim on your private property   
� thus, enslaving you by force to keep them alive 

� What happen to free choice, charity, churches, families, foundations, good will, 
volunteerism, free spirit  

� "Who is running America"  
� It must be the snake oil salesmen  
� They are still rolling around the country in their wagons selling the "Syrup of 

Ipecac" 

  

� Freedom in America is based on free choice & voluntarism NOT 
force or deceptive legal fiction adhesion contracts 

� This is why 40% of the population are living off the other 60%  
� This is why American government, socialism and globalism is growing and 

� Why private property owners are committing suicide,  
� Being imprisoned for usurious taxes, interest and green takings of our 

private property  
� Being taxed into and after death on their own sovereign private property

property 
� While their families go into bankruptcy through generations 

of depression and poverty  
� While the global central government banking cartels bail out 

themselves over our coffins and  
� over the ashes of our families, generation after generation   
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� Interest rates are usurious, as in any interest - please research it if you don't 
believe me 

� this is why the bankers and those who started money changing are hated
hated  

� This is why Jesus threw them out, his only physical act in that life time 
on earth  

� This is why there are only 8 families that run the world today  
� And lets not forget their Bank of England and the Bank of Rome 

� Taxes upon private, independent, free and sovereign American Citizens 
are also usurious 

� They go against the Laws of Nature and Natures God  
� Direct taxes currently do not exist in America 

� DIRECT TAXES GO AGAINST THE NATURAL LAWS  
� THEY  ARE A DARK NEGATIVE FORCE UPON OUR 

ECONOMY   
� THEY  ARE NOT NEEDED  
� THEY  ARE THE SY RUP OF IPECAC  
� THEY  ARE POISON  
� THEY  ARE A DISINCENTIVE TO PRODUCE 

  

� To quick start America - 
� WE DO NOT need bailouts or lower interest and lower taxes or more 

government   
� WE DO NOT NEED TO BAILOUT THE CROOKS WHO CAUSED US TO 

LOOSE OUR HOMES - LET THEM FAIL  
� WE NEED NO INTEREST LOANS NOW 

� The closing cost alone are more than sufficient plus the return of principal  
� Interest is usury at any rate - hard to believe right?  

� and more so with fractionalized dirty lending politics 
� WE NEED NO TAXES ON ALL PRIVATE PROPERTY  INCLUDING OUR 

WAGES  
� We need to cut government to the bone  
� And then we need to do it again and again  
� Until they fear us more than we fear them  
� When they scream and shake and beg us to not throw them into unemployment 

lines  
� When they cry for tax relief  
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� When they beg us not to take their home or their land or their vehicles or their 
animals or their children  

� When they beg us not to fine them or code them or license them or  zone them OR 
OR SUE THEM  

� MAY BE JUST MAY BE THEY  WILL FEEL OUR PAIN  
� THEN WE WILL CUT THEM BACK AGAIN JUST TO MAKE SURE 

� Now you can better see how criminal our system has become and has 
has always been 

� We are being forced to take the "Syrup of Ipecac" while they tell us this will 
expunge the poison in our system 

� All the while the real poison is the usurious interest rates and the "direct" 
taxes and the lies  

� the central government and central banking and globalist forces are predatory 
predatory upon free people  

� SOME of the framers knew this, at least 1/3 of the delegates knew this  
� BUT...there stampeded the urban types  in at least Philadelphia into taking 

the "Syrup of Ipecac"  
� It was sold as the elixir of freedom  
� They swallowed it tehn and we are still swallowing this poison, 232 years 

later 

  

� Freedom means totally free as in unrestricted individual free choice, 
e.g.  

� no interest loans, paid for by closing costs ONLY  plus return of principle over 
time 

� And NO,  you can't use present value calculations to bring future interest cost 
cost current upon the borrower 

� no direct taxes of any kind upon private property or wages,  
� no direct "indirect" sales taxes rung up at the cash register, the businesses must 

absorb it completely 
� and then pass it through via competitive pricing  
� and then we decide if we choose to purchase it or not  
� the tax base MUST be free choice,  
� i.e. indirect taxes and the sale and lease of state natural resources  
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� they cannot park out our natural resources which are abundant natural 
sources of wealth  

� and then chain us into tax slavery 
� no illegitimate "income taxes" on any state Citizen or private property wages  
� no phony legislative gerrymandering districts & no counties  
� no ordinances, acts, takings, licenses, fines, fees, zoning, "eminent domain" upon 

upon any private property 
� this legal fiction is ONLY  legitimate with commercial corporate fiction and 

government groups  
� NOT NATURAL BORN, FREE & SOVEREIGN STATE CITIZENS  

� no forced state propaganda teaching institutions 
� educational system must be privatized completely ASAP  
� Before the dam government converts another generation into collectivist 

robots 
� no green tyranny over anyone  
� no green non-alternative subsidized energy  
� no lock up of our only commercially viable energy sources in America, i.e. our 

abundant fossil fuel and nuclear sources  
� no lock down and lock out of any of our public lands  
� no conversion of our private lands to public property  
� no conversion of right of ways to trespass on or near our property  
� no central banking takings, bailouts, or laundering of their phony illegitimate 

worthless paper upon US  
� no forced extortion of our private property even for state sponsored teachers or 

ports or weed or green swindling semantic words  
� no more worthless forced central banking  paper and monetized debt 

  

  

  

Do you agree with Spooner 
that the Constitution is 
without Authority?
Y es  61.8%22267
No  24.5% 8841
Unsure  13.6% 4910

Total: 36019
Read The Constitution of 
No Authority
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Quotes from above back cover of book retyped FYI 
  
ANYONE SITTING ON EITHER SIDE OF THE BENCH FENCE CAN UNDERSTAND 
OR WORSE YET, EXPERIENCE THE TRUTH QUOTED BELOW 
  
"Everywhere I turn I find people claiming Lawyers and judges are Crooks.  
 When I ask them, how do you know, their reply is always the same - I can't put my finger on 
it, but I just know. 
  
In this book, I present convincing evidence to prove the lawyer controlled consolidated Federal 

judiciary is totally corrupts.  Also exposed is their self serving judicial system 
  
the information contained herein will invite public hatred and scorn so that an awakened 

people will finally hold lawyers and judges in well deserved contempt.   
  
This should be the beginning by which we the people can peaceably uproot this entrenched 

corrupt system 
  
within the pages of this book, i prove that Americans are indeed slaves to a false law, rather 

that free men.  I then propose the steps we can take to regain our freedom." 
  
� The Constitution That Never Was - COPY RIGHT IN 1988 

� http://users.mo-net.com/mlindste/konstnvr.html  
� http://www.frontiernet.net/~ralphb1/  
� Copies out of print but occasionally come up on Amazon 

  

� THIS BOOK WAS WRITTEN 20 Y EARS AGO  
� AND WE ARE STILL DEGENERATING  
� WE MUST WAKE EVERY ONE QUICKLY   

  
  
Our own Constitution is a myth illegitimately overlaid upon free people 

�  It is a "Syrup of Ipecac" to force the government to throw up the poison it 
continually takes  

� The irony is, it didn't make any difference to make us free  
� In fact it made us worse   

� It is a "Syrup of Ipecac" that has been forced down the throats of the natural born, 
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born, free and sovereign state Citizens  
� It is a "Syrup of Ipecac" that has been forced down the throats of our states 

  
The Federalist and the Constitutionalist were dead wrong 

� They swallowed the "Syrup of Ipecac" then forced it down everyone else's throats 
whether they wanted to drink or not 

� but it did not make any difference, vis-a-vis it did not save us  

� They created the myth that the syrup has freed us and kept us free but this is a 
a lie  

� This is so hard to understand and believe it has taken me several years of research 
of research to walk the plank  

� In fact "The Syrup of Ipecac" has killed us in many ways  
� Unless we awaken quickly to these hard truths we will have a global form of 

cooperative despotism beyond compare, WORSE THAN NOW  
� There is no historical evidence that those who did swallow this Federalism and 

Constitutionalism syrup.. 
� "did any better than those who did not",  
� that is assuming we can see outside of our Constitutional prison  
� We have been drinking this syrup since birth  
� Our biological Mothers and our Fathers spooned fed us and  
� our Founding Fathers told us to take the syrup  
� we swallowed bottles of it  

� The hard truth is, ONLY  total free choice will save our state and individual 
sovereignty  

� How long can you force any free man or women or child to do anything, this is the 
true insanity of the central government failed experiment  

� The Common Law is all we need  
� Dump the syrup out on your compose pile - do not dump it down the toilet, it will 

poison the water supply 

  
1.   Lysander Spooner recognized the Constitution as a "Syrup of Ipecac" 160 years ago  
  
  

� His site is banned in China, GUESS WHY ?   
� He is banned in our courts, I hear, GUESS WHY ?  
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� Y ou can get thrown out of court and off the jury,  
� whichever comes first, for saying you know and believe in what Lysander 

Spooner wrote some 160 years ago.   
�  http://www.lysanderspooner.org/  
� http://www.lysanderspooner.org/bib_new.htm 

  
  
 2.   Our Constitution - the Myth that Binds Us by Eric Black   

� http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/0813306957/ref=si3_rdr_bb_unew  
� Black graduated from Oberlin College with high honors in English and History. 

� He since was awarded a congressional fellowship from the American 
Political Science Association (1979-1980) and  

� the John S. Knight Fellowship at Stanford University (1995-1996).  
� Table of Contents in part 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0813306957/ref=sib_dp_pt#reader-link 

  
  
3.  The Constitution That Never Was by Ralph Boryszewski 
  

� http://users.mo-net.com/mlindste/konstnvr.html  
� http://www.frontiernet.net/~ralphb1/  
� Read about the author - http://criminal-justice-online.blogspot.com/2008/04/carlin-

boryszewski-and-joseph.html  
� He is a police officer - http://www.police-writers.com/ralph_boryszewski.html 

  
� 4.  The Corruption of The Constitutional Conventions by Jack Venrick  - Coming soon 
soon  

  
  
Syrup of Ipecac - What we know now: What we know now: What we know now: What we know now: http://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asphttp://www.poison.org/prepared/ipecac.asp 
  
"It turns out that a big piece of the picture was missing. Y es, ipecac made people throw up, 
up, whether or not they swallowed poison. But did throwing up keep them from actually 
getting sick from the poison?  

Recently, researchers looked at all of the evidence about ipecac syrup. They agreed that 
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ipecac syrup reliably caused vomiting. They also agreed that this didn’t make any 
difference! In other words, there was little research to show that people who swallowed 
ipecac after poisoning did any better than others." 

  

 
Jack Venrick 
Enumclaw, Washington 
� Lets use our natural God given resources for the gifts they were intended by the 
Creator, to take care of us with responsible management  
� NOT to be turned into useless parks & eastern playgrounds and wild zoos for the eastern 
eastern green elite rich 
� Lets get rid of the green political dirt and then move some real dirt to keep jobs and our 
our energy in America  
� Picture of me standing next to an old copper ore hauling mining truck from the Anaconda 
Anaconda Mining Company in Butte Montana 
  

http://ericblackink.minnpost.com/answers-to-2007-constitution-day-quiz/ 
 
Sunday, October 19, 2008 6:28 PM 
 
By:By:By:By: Kenneth R. Timmerman 

Article Font Size  

  
As Barack Obama reaped a stunning $150 million in campaign 
campaign donations in September, bringing his total to more 
than $600 million, new questions have arisen about the source 
source of his amazing funding.  
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By Obama’s own admission, more than half of his 
contributions have come from small donors giving $200 or 
less. But unlike John McCain’s campaign, Obama won’t 
release the names of these donors.  

A Newsmax canvass of disclosed Obama campaign donors 
shows worrisome anomalies, including outright violations of 
federal election laws.  

For example, Obama has numerous donors who have contributed well over the $4,600 
federal election limit.  

Many of these donors have never been contacted by the Obama campaign to refund the 
excess amounts to them.  

And more than 37,000 Obama donations appear to be conversions of foreign currency.  

According to a Newsmax analysis of the Obama campaign data before the latest figures 
were released, potential foreign currency donations could range anywhere from $12.8 
million to a stunning $63 million in all. With the addition of $150 million raised in 
September, this amount could be much more.  

When asked by Newsmax about excess contributions, Obama spokesman Ben LaBolt said 
that contributions already identified as excess had been returned and that those the 
campaign was just learning about -- either through news accounts or from the Federal 
Election Commission -- “will be returned.”  

“Every campaign faces the challenge of screening and reviewing its contributions,” 
LaBolt said. “And we have been aggressive about taking every available step to make sure 
our contributions are appropriate, updating our systems when necessary.”  

But many of the donors Newsmax canvassed said they had “never” been contacted by the 
Obama campaign or seen any refunds, even though their contributions went over the limit 
limit months ago.  

In all, Newsmax found more than 2,000 donors who had contributed in excess of the 
$4,600 limit for individuals per election cycle.  

Such donations, if not returned within 60 days, are a clear violation of federal campaign 
finance laws.  
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Lisa Handley, a stay-at-home mom from Portland, Ore., recalled giving $4,600 to the 
Obama campaign by credit card, contributions she made because “I love Obama,” she said. 
said.  

According to FEC records, however, she gave an additional $2,300 to the campaign, 
putting her over the limit.  

The Obama campaign reported that it had “redesignated” the excess money, which could 
mean that it had contributed it to a separate party committee or a joint fundraising 
committee, which have higher limits.  

But if that happened, it’s news to Handley. “No one ever contacted me to return any of the 
the money or told me they were redesignating some of the money,” she said.  

Ronald J. Sharpe Jr., a retired teacher from Rockledge, Fla., appears in the Obama 
campaign reports as having given a whopping $13,800.  

The campaign reported that it returned $4,600 to him, making his net contribution of 
$9,200 still way over the legal limit.  

But there’s one problem with the Obama data: Sharpe doesn’t remember giving that much 
much money to the Obama campaign in the first place, nor does he recall anyone from the 
the campaign ever contacting him to return money.  

“At the end, I was making monthly payments,” he told Newsmax. The Obama campaign 
records do not show any such payments.  

Many donors refused to answer questions about the political campaign contributions 
appearing in their name when they learned that the caller was from a news organization.  

John Atkinson, an insurance agent in Burr Ridge, Ill., refused to discuss his contributions, 
contributions, which totaled $8,724.26, before numerous refunds.  

Atkinson and others gave in odd amounts: $188.67, $1,542.06, $876.09, $388.67, $282.20, 
$282.20, $195.66, $118.15, and one rounded contribution of $2,300.  

Sandra Daneshinia, a self-employed caregiver from Los Angeles, made 36 separate 
contributions, totaling $7,051.12, according to FEC records. Thirteen of them were 
eventually refunded.  

In a bizarre coincidence, those 13 refunded contributions -- for varying amounts such as 
$223.88 and $201.44 -- added up exactly to $2,300, the amount an individual may give per 
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per federal election.  

Also giving in odd amounts was Robert Porter, an accountant for the town of Oviedo, Fla. 
Fla. Porter gave a surprising $4,786.02 to the Obama campaign.  

In all, Newsmax found an astonishing 37,265 unique donors to the Obama campaign whose 
whose contributions were not rounded up to dollar amounts. That amounts to more than 10 
10 percent of the total number of unique donors whose names have been disclosed by the 
Obama campaign to the public.  

Of those, 44,410 contributions came in unrounded amounts of less than $100. FEC 
regulations only require that campaigns disclose the names of donors who have given a 
total of $200 or more, so that means that all these contributors were repeat donors.  

Another 15,269 contributions gave in unrounded amounts between $101 and $999, while 
while 704 of the unrounded contributions were in amounts of more than $1,000.  

Campaign finance experts find the frequent appearance of unrounded contributions 
suspicious, since contributors almost invariably give in whole dollar amounts.  

One expert in campaign finance irregularities offers a possible explanation.  

“Of course this is odd. They are obviously converting from local currency to U.S. dollar
dollars,” said Ken Boehm, the chairman of the National Legal and Policy Center.  

“The overwhelming number of large dollar contributors -- and even small donors -- are in 
in even dollar amounts,” he told Newsmax. “Anyone who doubts that can go to FEC.gov 
and look through the campaign contribution data bases. Y ou will not find many uneven 
numbers.”  

Boehm said he had rarely seen unrounded contributions in his 30 years as a lawyer doing 
campaign finance work.  

“There’s always the odd cat who wants to round up his checkbook, but they are very rare,
rare,” he said.  

Richard E. Hug, a veteran Republican fundraiser in Maryland who who raised hundreds of 
of thousands of dollars for George W. Bush in 2000 and 2004, and spearheaded the 
successful 2002 gubernatorial race for Bob Ehrlich that brought in a record $10 million, 
told Newsmax that unrounded contributions were extremely unusual.  

“I’ve never seen this in all my years of raising money for political candidates,” he said. 
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“The first thing it suggests is foreign currency transactions -- contributions from foreign 
donors, which is clearly illegal.”  

Top Republican fundraiser Steve Gordon, who has raised $65 million for GOP candidates 
candidates over the past 30 years, told Newsmax that such contributions in uneven amounts 
amounts would be “pretty unusual.”  

“Y ou might have a rounding process if there was some kind of joint event, but since all 
appears to be on the Internet, it’s pretty unusual. At the very least, it would need to be 
explored.”  

LaBolt attributed the uneven amounts to the online “Obama store,” which sells T-shirts and 
and other campaign items.  

“Contributions made to the Obama store often produce totals that are not exact dollar 
amounts,” he said.  

But the campaign has never produced any accounting for proceeds from its online store, 
which virtually shut down several weeks ago after Newsmax and news organizations 
revealed that Palestinians from the Gaza Strip and other foreigners had made large 
purchases there.  

The Republican National Committee has filed a complaint against the Obama campaign for 
for “accepting prohibited contributions from foreign nationals and excessive contributi
contributions from individuals,” which incorporated reporting from Newsmax and other 
news organizations.  

“Their responses to FEC inquiries have often been inadequate and late,” RNC general 
counsel Sean Cairncross told Newsmax.  

The Obama camp claims to have 2.5 million donors in all. But until now, they have kept 
secret the names of the overwhelming majority of these money-givers. According to a 
Newsmax analysis, the Obama campaign finance records contain just 370,448 unique 
names.  

Even accounting for common names such as Robert Taylor or Michael Brown, which can 
signify multiple donors, Obama’s publicly known donor base is less than 20 percent of the 
the total number of donors the campaign claims to have attracted. But the identity of the 
other 2 million donors is being kept secret.  

As of the end of August, those secret donors have given an incredible $222.7 million to 
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Obama, according to the FEC -- money whose origin remains unknown to anyone other 
than Obama’s finance team, who won’t take calls from the press.  

While no exact figures are available, if the same percentage of potential foreign 
contributions found in the itemized contribution data is applied to the total $426.9 million 
million the Obama camp says it has taken in from individuals, this could mean that Obama 
Obama is financing his presidential campaign with anywhere from $13 million to a 
whopping $63 million from overseas credit cards or foreign currency purchases.  

The sum of all unrounded contributions in the itemized FEC filings for the Obama 
campaigns comes to $6,437,066.07. That is the actual amount of money that appears to 
have been charged to foreign credit cards that the Obama campaign has disclosed.  

If the same ratio applies to the unitemized contributions, which are again as large, then the 
the Obama campaign may have taken as much as $13 million from foreign donors.  

However, the donors who made those unrounded contributions gave a total of 
$31,484,584.27, meaning that as much as $63 million may have come from questionable 
sources.  

Both presidential campaigns are required to submit detailed fundraising reports for 
September on Monday.  

© 2008 Newsmax. All rights reserved. 
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